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ABSTRACT

The primary mirror control system (M1CS) keeps the 492 segments of the Thirty Meter Telescope primary mirror aligned in the presence of disturbances. A global position control loop uses feedback from inter-segment edge sensors to three actuators behind each segment that control segment piston, tip and tilt. If soft force actuators are used (e.g. voice-coil), then in addition to the global position loop there will be a local servo loop to provide stiffness. While the M1 control system at Keck compensates only for slow disturbances such as gravity and thermal variations, the M1CS for TMT will need to provide some compensation for higher frequency wind disturbances in order to meet stringent error budget targets. An analysis of expected high-wavenumber wind forces on M1 suggests that a 1 Hz control bandwidth is required for the global feedback of segment edge-sensor-based position information in order to minimize high spatial frequency segment response for both seeing-limited and adaptive optics performance. A much higher bandwidth is required from the local servo loop to provide adequate stiffness to wind or acoustic disturbances. A related paper presents the control designs for the local actuator servo loops. The disturbance rejection requirements would not be difficult to achieve for a single segment, but the structural coupling between segments mounted on a flexible mirror cell results in control-structure interaction (CSI) that limits the achievable bandwidth. Using a combination of simplified modeling to build intuition and the full telescope finite element model for verification, we present designs and analysis for both the local servo loop and global loop demonstrating sufficient bandwidth and resulting wind-disturbance rejection despite the presence of CSI.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The primary mirror (M1) of the Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) is composed of 492 hexagonal segments of circumscribed diameter 1.43m, as shown in Figure 1. The out-of-plane degrees of freedom are controlled by the primary mirror control system (M1CS). The overall approach is similar to that used to control the positions of the 36 segments in each of the Keck telescopes primary mirrors.\textsuperscript{1,2} However, while the Keck control system compensates only for low frequency disturbances such as thermal variations or the changing orientation of the mirror with respect to gravity, the TMT M1CS will also compensate for some wind-induced motion of the M1 segments. This results in a significantly higher bandwidth requirement, which in turn leads to the potential for control-structure-interaction (CSI):\textsuperscript{3,4} undesirable dynamic interaction between the primary mirror control system and the telescope structural dynamics.

The M1CS bandwidth requirements are driven by estimates of the disturbance environment, in particular the unsteady wind forces, and possibly acoustic forces at higher frequencies. In order to minimize seeing within the dome and above M1 due to thermal variations, the TMT enclosure will be vented, with the vent opening chosen to maintain a mean wind speed of approximately 1 m/s across M1 when possible. This results in $\sim$0.5 Pa dynamic pressure on M1 (at 3000m ASL), with most of the wind energy below 1Hz. Setting a 10 N/$\mu$m stiffness requirement below 1Hz on the entire M1 support system results in segment displacements of order 65 nm due to wind; at low spatial frequencies there will be even higher displacements due to the compliance of the telescope structure. While much of this response is highly correlated between neighbouring segments, an M1CS control bandwidth of 1 Hz is required\textsuperscript{5} to reduce the wind-induced mirror response both for seeing-limited performance and to meet the desired error budget allocation of 10 nm rms wavefront error uncorrectable by adaptive optics.
The Keck M1CS uses “hard” actuators that provide significant stiffness without power. However, a “soft” actuator based on a voice-coil has significant potential advantages in cost, reliability, and the ability to add damping to segment support modes. A local servo control loop using feedback of the actuator output displacement can be used to provide the required stiffness at low frequency; this control system is discussed in more detail in a companion paper.\(^6\) Both actuator approaches are compared herein. With either actuator approach, a global control loop is used to maintain the position of the mirror segments, using feedback from edge sensors that measure the relative motion between neighbouring segments. Herein we assume that we can estimate the segment positions from these edge sensor measurements,\(^7\) with only the overall mirror piston, tip and tilt being unobservable. The effect of this estimation on sensor noise is well understood; the effect of errors in the estimation on the dynamics will be the subject of future work.

While both the local (actuator servo) and global position control loops would be straightforward to design if the segments were supported by a rigid backplane, the flexibility of the mirror cell and telescope structure lead to coupling between the segments that can potentially lead to instability. The next section introduces this CSI issue in more detail, and in particular describes the approach used herein to reduce the computational complexity to manageable levels. The key insight is that a diagonal system of identical subsystems is diagonal under any change in basis, and thus the dynamics of the 492 segments and their control can be projected onto a Zernike basis. Section 3 gives the relevant background on both the segment support and telescope structural dynamics. Design of the control loops is presented in section 4. While Ref. \([6]\) provides most of the details on the local servo control system, sufficient background is summarized here. The interactions between these control loops and the telescope structural dynamics is then presented in section 5. The analysis approach and conclusions should also be relevant to other segmented large telescope designs.

### 2. CONTROL STRUCTURE INTERACTION

It is clear that a control system that is designed assuming that a segment is mounted on a rigid support can lead to problems if the segment is actually mounted on a flexible structure. Some studies suggest that the problem scales roughly linearly with the number of segments.\(^4\) Since CSI analysis for Keck\(^1,8\) suggested a 0.5 Hz maximum bandwidth with only 36 segments, this would be cause for concern for the 492 segment primary mirror of TMT. However, the linear scaling is true only for a given structure, and it is the ratio of the total mass of controlled segments to the mass of the mirror cell that is a more relevant parameter.\(^6,9\) because it is the total mass of controlled segments that determines the net force introduced into the coupling structure. That is, increasing the number of controlled segments does not affect stability if the areal density remains constant. Furthermore, in extrapolating from Keck results to TMT, note as discussed in section 4b below, that the Keck analysis only considered pure integral control, and significantly higher bandwidth could have been achieved with additional effort.
The telescope control problem can be illustrated schematically as shown in Fig. 2; there are many identical subsystems coupled to each other through the telescope structure. The dynamics of the state space representation of such a system are described by \( \dot{x} = Ax \) with the \( A \) matrix given in Eq. 1.

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix}
A_h & \phi_1^T & \cdots & \phi_n^T \\
\phi_1 & a & 0 & 0 \\
\vdots & 0 & \ddots & 0 \\
\phi_n & 0 & 0 & a \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \( a \) and \( A_h \) describe the dynamics of an individual segment (\( g(s) \) in Fig. 2) and the support structure (\( H(s) \) in Fig. 2) respectively. With the dynamics of all 492 segments included, the resulting matrix for TMT will be quite large, and the eigenvalues cannot be easily solved for. Instead, we look for an approach to simplifying the computation while providing useful intuition.

First, consider the case where the coupling to the structure is the same for every segment (or differs only by a scalar factor). Then it is straightforward to show that the \( A \) matrix in Eq. (1) can be transformed through a unitary transformation \( V^TAV \) to yield \( n - 1 \) copies of the uncoupled segment dynamics, and a block \( AV \) that captures the coupled system dynamics. The matrix \( V \) is given by

\[
V = \begin{bmatrix}
I & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\
0 & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\vdots & b \otimes I & C \otimes I & \cdots \\
0 & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

with \( I \) and \( 0 \) being the identity and zero matrix respectively of appropriate dimension, \( b \in \mathbb{R}^n \) the vector of ones, \( C \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times (n-1)} \) an orthogonal complement to \( b \), and \( \otimes \) the Kronecker product.

The vector \( b \) in \( V \) describes the mode shape of the coupling. The generalization of the above result is to note that a diagonal system of identical subsystems remains diagonal under any change of basis. Thus for any unitary matrix \( \phi \) (so \( \phi^T \phi = I \)) then \( \phi^T G \phi = G \). If the structural dynamics were described solely by the displacements at the segment locations, then the modes of the structure evaluated at these locations would provide an orthogonal basis for transforming the segment dynamics. The transformation would result in \( n \) decoupled systems that each describes the coupling between the segment dynamics and one of the structural modes, as with \( AV \) in Eq. (2) above. However, in general, the coupling structural dynamics involve additional degrees of freedom, and thus the structural mode shapes will not provide an orthonormal basis when evaluated at the segment locations.

Instead of using a basis derived from the structural dynamics, we will instead use the Zernike basis set. This has two drawbacks relative to using the structural modes. First, any given structural mode will in general have non-zero projection onto many basis vectors, and conversely, any basis vector will include dynamics associated with many modes. Second, there is no reason to expect the dynamics associated with one basis vector to be decoupled from those of another, and so the different components cannot be analyzed in isolation as was true in the simple case illustrated in Eq. (2). If we included the first 492 Zernike basis vectors, there would be no
computational savings relative to the original untransformed system. However, there is still an advantage in using the Zernike basis because the stability characteristics can be accurately predicted with relatively few basis vectors included. This results from the fact that the coupling, and therefore the control-structure-interaction, is dominated by the most compliant, lowest frequency modes of the supporting structure, and these are the longest wavelength, lowest wavenumber modes, and predominantly project onto the lowest order Zernike basis vectors. For high wavenumber motion involving significant relative motion between neighbouring segments, the support structure is relatively stiff.

### 3. STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS

The TMT telescope structure is shown in Fig. 1 and the finite element modeling described in [10]. All analyses herein will be presented for a 30° zenith angle. Unless otherwise noted, the damping of the telescope structure is assumed to be 0.5%, based on estimates from VLT and Gemini. In order to maintain adequate detail on the dynamics of each segment support, the segment dynamics are not included in the overall telescope model, but will be added in separately as needed. Thus, when we refer to the “telescope structure”, this includes masses for the mirror segments (which must be subtracted out to avoid double-bookkeeping) but these are connected to the mirror cell with infinite-stiffness links.

The mirror cell itself consists of three layers of truss structure of increasing spatial coarseness. The top layer provides some local compliance so that a force on one segment results in some displacement only of that particular segment. The coarser truss layers of the mirror cell distribute loads, so that a force on one segment predominantly results in a spatially smooth displacement pattern. The tip and tilt dynamics of the telescope are significantly altered due to the presence of the mount control system (included in the following analyses) and at very low frequencies (below ∼0.2 Hz) will also depend on the optical guide loops (not included in the following analyses).

Of particular relevance to the M1CS CSI is the telescope structural dynamics projected onto a Zernike basis of force distributions on the primary mirror. The quasi-static compliance of the structure is shown in Fig. 3. This represents the normalized amplitude (spatial rms) due to a unit (spatial rms) load applied with a given Zernike basis force distribution. There is little cross-compliance between Zernike degrees of freedom. The primary observation from this figure is that, as expected, the structural compliance is largest at low wavenumber, and thus the coupling with the segment dynamics and control system will be largest at low wavenumber. At sufficiently high wavenumber, the response is dominated by the purely local compliance of the top layer of the mirror cell, which does not introduce any coupling between segments.

The dynamics of the structure, projected onto a Zernike basis, are shown in Fig. 4. Note that the \( p = 1 \) tip/tilt dynamics at low frequency interact with the mount control dynamics, resulting in the damped peak evident in the corresponding plot. The lowest frequency modes of the mirror cell are sufficiently similar to the Zernike basis vectors so that the dynamics associated with each Zernike basis vector involve relatively few dominant structural modes with minimum frequency typically increasing with radial degree.

In addition to the telescope structural dynamics, the control system depends on the segment support dynamics. With a rigid actuator, the dominant modes of this support are at 35 Hz and higher (with the exception of a clocking mode that does not influence either control design or optical response). With a soft actuator, the modes that limit the control bandwidth are above 85 Hz.

### 4. CONTROL DESIGN

#### 4.1 Local servo loop

Details of the requirements, dynamics, and design issues for the local servo control loop for the soft (voice-coil) actuator are presented in [6] and will not be duplicated here. However, because the local servo loop has the
Figure 4. Transfer function of structure to Zernike inputs of radial degree $p = 0$ (piston, top left), $p = 1$ (tip/tilt, top right), $p = 2$ and $p = 3$ (bottom row). Key modal frequencies are identified; the relevant frequencies increase with Zernike radial degree.

Potential to interact with the structural dynamics, a brief summary is relevant. In particular, note that the servo loops can also be analyzed in a primary mirror Zernike basis. Figure 5 presents the open-loop transfer function from actuator force to actuator displacement for an actuator on a segment mounted on a rigid base, and for the projection onto the first few Zernike modes. Any control design must be stable for all of these cases. Note that the high-frequency dynamics in Fig. 5 are identical for all cases only because the modal solution used for the telescope model does not include modes above 35 Hz. However, because the high-frequency compliance is probably dominated by that of the segment support assembly, the response will likely be similar except near transfer function zeros where the segment support appears dynamically stiff.

An additional observation regarding the local servo loops is that, with 1476 actuators, it is impractical to tune control loops for every segment, and the control will need to be designed from models before mounting all of the actuators into the telescope. This means that the control design must be extremely robust to uncertainties in the system model. Because the servo sensor and actuator are collocated (in the ideal case), the transfer function between the actuator command and the time-derivative of the sensor output will be positive real regardless of the structural dynamics and coupling, and a positive-real servo control design would guarantee stability regardless of knowledge of the coupling. While this is attractive, this would preclude the use of integral gain that is essential for maintaining low frequency stiffness.
Also note that it is not sufficient in designing the actuator servo loop to ensure stability for each of the Zernike-basis transfer functions in Fig. 5, because the coupling between Zernike bases is non-zero. Nonetheless, the Zernike basis provides both intuition on how to design the controller, and relatively few basis elements are required to predict stability both for the servo loop and for the global loop in the next subsection.

There are two strategies considered for the servo control design, depending on whether additional passive damping is added in parallel with the voice-coil actuator. The controller documented in [6] that assumes no damping has been added results in insufficient robustness to CSI when mounted on the actual mirror cell. Requiring that damping be added to the actuator opens up the design space and allows for a more robust servo design. Only the robustness of this latter approach is presented herein, as this is the more robust of the two strategies. The controller is a simple PI with additional lead compensation, shown in Fig. 6 with loop cross-over frequency of 24 Hz and −3 dB bandwidth on command following of 17 Hz. The control gain in Fig. 6 is the dynamic stiffness of the actuator, which does not quite meet the desired low frequency stiffness target of 10 N/µm.

Results that follow compare the soft actuator with servo loop to an idealized hard actuator; in this case, no servo control loop is designed, and it is assumed that the actuator responds perfectly to displacement commands.

### 4.2 Global control

The global primary mirror control loop uses edge sensors to estimate the position of each mirror segment at the actuator locations, and collocated SISO control loops to minimize the mirror motion. As noted earlier, the transformation from segment displacements \( x \) to edge sensor response \( y = Ax \) and back to segment displacements \( \hat{x} = By \) is assumed herein to be perfect, with the only effects being to introduce sensor noise (which depends on the spatial shape of the response, but does not affect dynamics or stability) and to project out the unobservable global piston, tip and tilt of the primary mirror. Errors in knowledge of \( A \) can have a significant effect on the estimation of low spatial-frequency primary mirror responses, but this is not considered herein.

The global control can be analyzed in a Zernike basis, and if identical controllers are used at each location to minimize the estimated displacement \( \hat{x} \), then the control bandwidths will also be identical in Zernike space. However, it is straightforward to use a “modal” control approach by transforming \( \hat{x} \) into Zernike space, designing...
control that differs for different Zernike modes, and transforming the resulting control command back into actuator space. The singular value decomposition of the geometric transformation matrix $A = USV^T$ also provides a basis for representing or designing the control; the first few hundred basis vectors closely resemble Zernike basis vectors. Using this basis rather than a Zernike basis would allow the control gain (but not other dynamics of the control law) to be varied for different modes simply by altering the $B$ matrix. Since the results of section 5 below indicate that it is only the first few global modes that would require a reduced gain, either basis set is equivalent for this purpose.

Figure 7 gives the open-loop transfer function from actuator displacement command to mirror position, comparing the ideal response for a single segment mounted on a rigid base to the response aligned with the first few Zernike basis vectors that are observable with the edge sensor (radial degree 2 and higher).

Figure 8 compares the focus-mode response for the soft and hard actuator, and also gives the loop transfer function in order to illustrate the relative importance of different peaks in the response. The soft actuator provides damping to the segment support resonances, but otherwise, the transfer functions are similar and thus the achievable global control bandwidths in the presence of CSI should be expected to be similar.
Because only a low bandwidth was required at Keck, the global M1CS loop at Keck uses pure integral control. Since the bandwidth is limited by the gain-margin from lightly damped structural modes at frequencies well above the control bandwidth, significantly higher bandwidths can be achieved by adding roll-off to the compensator. An alternate strategy would be to include a non-zero position gain instead of a roll-off, and rely on phase-stability rather than gain-stability for all of the structural mode interactions. This would then require that phase-stability be maintained to a sufficiently high frequency, and thus would require a high sampling rate and minimal lags in electronics and filtering.

A Butterworth structural filter is used to maximize the high-frequency gain reduction while minimizing in-band phase loss, with the optimal order and corner frequency dependent on the separation between the control bandwidth and the modes requiring gain reduction. The loop transfer function in Fig. 8 and the results in section 5b include a two-pole roll-off; if the structural damping is smaller so that greater separation is required, than a higher-order roll-off filter would be appropriate. From the loop transfer function shown for \( p = 2 \), one would predict that a 2.5 Hz control bandwidth would be the maximum for a 6 dB gain margin. The actual stability limits will be lower due to the coupling between the dynamics associated with different Zernike basis vectors.

Because the global loop control objective is disturbance rejection, the relevant metric in comparing designs is the frequency at which the sensitivity transfer function is \(-3\) dB (a factor of \( \sqrt{2} \) reduction in residual amplitude relative to uncontrolled), and this will be the definition of bandwidth used herein. With the additional phase lag from the filtering, this bandwidth can be significantly lower than the loop cross-over frequency.

4.3 Multivariable Robustness Tools

Stability can be predicted by computing eigenvalues of the closed-loop system, however, the eigenvalues do not provide any information about robustness. For a single-input, single-output system, typical robustness margins might be a 6 dB gain margin and 30° phase margin. Satisfying these margins guarantees that at least at two particular frequencies, the loop transfer function is at least a distance of 1/2 from the critical point of \(-1\), or equivalently that the magnitude of the sensitivity transfer function is less than 2. In the multivariable case, requiring the peak magnitude (\( H_\infty \) norm) of the sensitivity to be less than 2 again gives a reasonable robustness margin in the absence of a specific understanding of the structure and magnitude of the uncertainty (see e.g. [12] for further details on the uncertainty that this guarantees robustness in the presence of). If the structure and segment dynamics transfer function is \( G(j\omega) \) (from actuator force command to collocated position) with maximum singular value \( \bar{\sigma}(j\omega) \) and the controller is \( K(j\omega) \), then the robustness margin requirement is:

\[
\|S\|_\infty = \max_{\omega} \bar{\sigma}(S(j\omega)) \leq 2 \quad \text{where} \quad S = (1 + GK)^{-1}
\]

5. TMT M1CS CSI

5.1 Servo loop interaction

The segment and servo dynamics are projected onto a Zernike basis, with basis functions up to radial degree 6 included (28 basis functions). Note that even though the M1 piston tip and tilt (Zernike radial degree 0 and 1) deflections are unobservable in the global control loop, there will be forces on the mirror aligned with these basis functions and therefore the servo loop will have non-zero response aligned with these basis functions, and must still be stable when coupled to the telescope structure; these basis functions are also included in the analysis.

For a particular PID actuator-servo control law, the eigenvalues of the coupled system with the actuator servo loops closed, but without the global loop closed, is shown in Fig. 9. The maximum singular value of the multivariable sensitivity is plotted in Fig. 11.

Structural damping of 0.5% is assumed, corresponding to the dominant line of closed-loop poles in the eigenvalue plot. Poles to the right of this 0.5% damping line have been destabilized by the control systems. The mount control system (MCS) also influences the M1 tip/tilt dynamics, but does not significantly influence the CSI stability boundary of the servo loop. The lowest frequency poles to the right of the 0.5% damping line, near 5 Hz, are destabilized slightly by the MCS, and not by the actuator servo loops.

While the eigenvalue plot is sufficient to demonstrate stability, it is the maximum singular value of the sensitivity that is relevant to understanding the robustness of the control design to errors in the model. The robustness is limited by coupling with structural modes near 10 Hz; this would not be evident from the eigenvalue plot alone. These modes are also low spatial-frequency structural, and project almost entirely onto the \( p = 2 \)
Figure 9. Stability of actuator servo loop: Closed-loop eigenvalues with servo loops closed but no global loops. Most of the shift in eigenvalues below 10 Hz is due to the mount control. The servo loop stabilizes modes 10–20 Hz.

Figure 10. Stability of global control loop: Closed-loop eigenvalues, comparing hard and soft actuators with 1.5 Hz bandwidth. There is some influence of the global loop on poles above 10 Hz, but the effect on poles below 10 Hz is not evident from the eigenvalues alone (cf Fig. 12).

Figure 11. Robustness of actuator servo loop: maximum singular value of sensitivity for actuator servo loop (left), and dependency of maximum value on number of Zernike basis functions included (right). The servo design slightly exceeds $\|S\|_\infty = 2$ without CSI, and exceeds significantly with CSI included. The robustness estimate converges with basis vectors up to radial degree 3 included.

and $p = 3$ Zernike radial degrees, as evident from the right-hand plot in Fig. 11. There is no reason to expect that including the dynamics of the remaining 492 – 28 basis functions would change the stability predictions.

The particular design analyzed here is clearly not sufficiently robust to model uncertainty, despite the assumed added damping, and further design iterations are required. Earlier servo controllers designed for a single segment mounted on a rigid base were unstable in the presence of CSI; with the 0.5% structural damping assumed here, stability required that the low frequency loop gain be reduced relative to that which gave the best performance on a rigid base. If the structural damping were increased to 1%, then CSI issues would not limit the design of the servo loop. As noted earlier, because the servo loop is assumed to be collocated, stability could be guaranteed if a positive-real control design were used. However, this precludes the use of integral gain that is essential to obtaining sufficient low frequency stiffness.
Figure 12. Maximum singular value of sensitivity for global control loop for soft (left) and hard actuator (right). Each plot compares the predicted robustness for only Zernike radial degree $p = 2$, and for including all basis functions up to radial degree $p = 5$; the maximum value is almost identical. The same controller is used on all modes, with a $-3\text{dB}$ bandwidth of 1.5 Hz.

Table 1. Achievable control bandwidth (with $\|S\|_\infty \leq 2$) limited by CSI as a function of structural damping. A fixed 2-pole roll-off at 7 Hz is used which limits the bandwidth to 2.05 Hz; for radial degree 5 and higher, the CSI constraint is higher than this frequency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radial degree</th>
<th>Achievable Bandwidth (Hz) $\zeta = 0.0025$</th>
<th>Achievable Bandwidth (Hz) $\zeta = 0.005$</th>
<th>Achievable Bandwidth (Hz) $\zeta = 0.01$</th>
<th>Limiting Freq. (Hz) 6.0, 8.1</th>
<th>Limiting Freq. (Hz) 4.6, 5.8</th>
<th>Limiting Freq. (Hz) 4.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>6.0, 8.1</td>
<td>4.6, 5.8</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5+</td>
<td>&gt;2</td>
<td>&gt;2</td>
<td>&gt;2</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Global loop interaction
The CSI of the global loop performance is analyzed for both hard and soft actuators, again projecting onto Zernike basis of radial degree $p \leq 5$, and with global loop bandwidth of zero on the unobservable modes $p = 0$ and $p = 1$. For the soft actuators, analysis uses the servo loop analyzed in the previous section. The bandwidth achievable for the global control system is constrained by CSI. A higher bandwidth is possible for higher wavenumber degrees of freedom for which the structural coupling is small.

Figure 10 compares the eigenvalues of the coupled system using hard or soft actuation. As noted earlier, the eigenvalues alone demonstrate stability, but do not give any indication of robustness. The $H_\infty$ multivariable performance metric for the hard and soft actuators is plotted in Fig. 12. The characteristics are very similar. Using hard actuation, a slightly higher bandwidth is possible on the lowest radial degree modes, because the frequency shift due to the coupling is reduced (see Fig. 7), and a slightly lower bandwidth possible on higher radial degree modes because the soft actuator introduces some damping into the structural modes above roughly 10 Hz. However, the quantitative behaviour is almost identical between the hard and soft actuators (the peak sensitivity in Fig. 10 is 1.90 and 1.92 respectively). This is not surprising, given the results in Fig. 8 illustrating the similar low frequency behaviour. Note that the highest peak in the sensitivity, near 6 Hz (a mainly astigmatic flexible mode of the mirror cell) is not evident in either the closed-loop eigenvalue plot nor the open-loop transfer plot. This illustrates that the Zernike basis is useful for reducing the number of degrees of freedom required in the analysis of stability and robustness, but it is not sufficient for representing the dynamics as a set of uncoupled single-input single-output problems.

The maximum bandwidth and relevant modal frequency for each of the lowest few Zernike radial degrees is shown in Table 1. To generate the table, the bandwidth (or gain) was separately modified for each Zernike radial degree in order to maintain $\|S\|_\infty \leq 2$. The table was generated for soft actuators, but the achievable bandwidth for hard actuators is not significantly different. The roll-off characteristics (2-pole at 7 Hz) was kept constant for
all of these, and this limits the bandwidth to 2 Hz independent of CSI; higher bandwidths would be possible for \( p \geq 5 \) with more careful design. (Note that a 2 Hz bandwidth corresponds to a 3.2 Hz loop crossover frequency.)

The predicted limit on achievable bandwidth due to CSI exceeds the required bandwidth. Note that sensor noise propagation will limit the bandwidth of the focus mode in particular to a value much lower than the limit due to dynamics.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The interaction between the TMT primary mirror control system and the telescope structural dynamics limits the achievable bandwidth of the M1CS global control. For 0.5% structural damping, control-structure-interaction also limits the gain of the servo loop that is required to obtain sufficient low-frequency stiffness of a soft (voice-coil) type actuator. The servo gain would not be limited if the structure had 1% damping.

The key insight used to render the analysis computationally tractable is that the diagonal system of identical subsystems (segment dynamics and control) is diagonal under any change of basis, and thus the analysis can be conducted entirely in a Zernike basis. Because the support structure is more compliant on long length-scales than on short, the coupling and hence CSI are more significant for lower order Zernike shapes than for higher order. Using a modal control approach where the global control bandwidth is allowed to vary as a function of Zernike radial degree, then a 2 Hz bandwidth can be achieved on high wavenumber deformations of radial degree 5 and higher. Because low wavenumber deformations are more easily corrected by the adaptive optics system, as well as contributing less to seeing-limited performance, the use of modal control allows sufficient rejection of wind-induced response of M1 while maintaining adequate stability margins in the presence of control-structure-interaction (that is, the achievable bandwidth exceeds the required bandwidth).

The achievable bandwidth of the global control loop due to the dynamics is essentially the same for either a hard or a soft actuator. Note that other issues may result in lower feasible bandwidths than the CSI limit obtained here. In particular, sensor noise will limit the focus-mode bandwidth, and errors in the \( A \) matrix may also require a significant reduction in the bandwidth of low spatial-frequency modes.
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